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Lecture 3 - CSS 
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What is CSS? 
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CSS is a stylesheet language that describes  

the presentation of a HTML document 

CSS – ang. Cascading Style Sheets 



Advantages of CSS 
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Separation of the site structure and form of its presentation 

CSS provides more options for formatting than pure HTML 

Reduction of the amount of code used for the visualization 

Easy manipulation of entire complexes of pages 



Style rule 
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Selector points to the HTML element you want to style   

Rule – consists of two parts:  

selector and declaration 

Declaration contains one or more declarations  

separated by semicolons 



CSS syntax - Selectors 
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The element Selector 

The id Selector 



CSS syntax - Selectors 
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The class Selector 



CSS syntax - Selectors 
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Independent classes 



CSS syntax - Selectors 
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Dependent classes 



CSS syntax - Selectors 
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Pseudo-class selector 

A pseudo-class is used to define  

a special state of an element  

For example, it can be used to: 

 

(-) Style an element when a user mouse is over it, 

(-) Style visited and unvisited links differently.  

The syntax of  

pseudo-classes: 



CSS syntax - Selectors 
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Anchor pseudo-classes 



CSS syntax - Selectors 
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Universal Selector 

It selects all elements 



CSS syntax - Selectors 
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Grouping Selectors 



CSS syntax - Combinators 
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Descendant selector 

A combinator is something that explains  

the relationship between the selectors 

The descendant selector matches all elements  

that are descendants of a specified element 



CSS syntax - Combinators 
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Child selector 

The child selector selects all elements  

that are the immediate children of a specified element 

Sequence of combinators 



Document tree 
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The document tree is a tree of elements 

placed in the HTML document 

Each element in this tree has exactly one parent 

(except for the root of the tree) 



Inheritance in CSS 
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Inheritance - elements lower in the tree hierarchy inherit 

style of elements lying higher in the hierarchy 

Thus, in the style sheet we do not have to assign all the 

properties of all elements (e.g. we can set preferred typeface 

of the text only for the <body>) 

Other elements receive their properties 

by inheritance - the transfer of properties 

from the parent to the child 



Inheritance in CSS 
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Inheritance - elements lower in the tree hierarchy inherit 

style of elements lying higher in the hierarchy 



Cascading in CSS 
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Cascading - prioritization of styles sources 

If several rules fit into a given element in the document, 

then the hierarchy of importance decides which  

properties will be used 

Styles defined in the document header (ie. nested styles) 

are higher in the hierarchy than external style sheets 

Styles defined directly in the body of the document  

(ie. local styles) are higher in the hierarchy than  

nested styles 



Cascading in CSS 
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Included 

External styles 

Imported 



Cascading in CSS 
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Nested styles 

Local styles 



Units of measurement in CSS 
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Absolute units 

in – inches 

cm – centimeters 

mm - miliimeters 

pt – points (1pt = 1/72in) 

pc - pica (1pc = 12pt) 



Units of measurement in CSS 
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Relative units 

px – pixels 

em – font height of the element 

(1em is equal to the current size.  

2em means doubling the current size. 

For example, if the item is displayed using font 

size 12 pt, then '2em' means the 24 pt.) 

ex – height of the ‘x’ letter  

(usually its height is half of the size of the font) 



Box model 
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All HTML elements can be considered as boxes  



Box model 
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When you set the width and height properties of an element 

with CSS, you just set the width and height of the content area  

To calculate the full size of an element,  

you must also add padding, borders and margins 



Box model 
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IE 8.0 and older… 



Block and inline elements 
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Block 

Inline 

Block elements always starts on a new line  

Inline elements are displayed side by side in a line 

Examples of block elements: <h1>, <p>, <div> 

Examples of inline elements : <b>, <i>, <span> 

Height and width of these elements can’t be specified  

They always takes up the full width available 



Positioning of elements 
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Attribute positioning 

It specifies the type of positioning method used for an element 

Attributes top, bottom, left, right 

This type defines the interaction of an element with the others 

They sets margin edges for a positioned box 



Positioning of elements 
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position: static 

It is a default value 

Elements with position:static are always positioned according 

to the normal flow of the page 

Static positioned elements are not affected  

by the top, bottom, left, and right properties 



Positioning of elements 
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positioning: static 



Positioning of elements 
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position: fixed 

Elements with position:fixed  

are positioned relative to the viewport 

They always stay in the same place  

even if the page is scrolled 

„Fixed” elements can overlap other elements 
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positioning: fixed 



Positioning of elements 
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position: relative 

Elements with position:relative  

are positioned relative to their normal position 

They are usually used as a container 

 for items marked as "absolute" 

Setting the top, right, bottom, and left properties of a relatively-

positioned element will cause it to be adjusted away from its 

normal position 

In this case other content will not be adjusted  

to fit into any gap left by the element 
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positioning: relative 
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positioning: relative 

h2 



Positioning of elements 
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position: absolute 

Elements with position:absolute are positioned relative to the 

nearest positioned ancestor (which is not „static”) 

If an absolute positioned element has no positioned ancestors, 

it uses the document body 
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positioning: absolute 



Positioning of elements 
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Attribute z-index 

It specifies the stack order of an element 



Positioning of elements 
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Attribute float 

This property specifies whether or not an element should float, 

elements after a floating element will flow around it 

The float property can be used to  

wrap text around images and work with layouts 



Positioning of elements 
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Attribute clear 

It is used to control the behavior of floating elements 

The clear property specifies on which sides of an element 

floating elements are not allowed to float 

Values of clear: left, right, both 



Feature Overview 
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Background 



Feature Overview 
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Background 



Feature Overview 
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Background 



Feature Overview 
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Background 



Feature Overview 
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Background 



Feature Overview 
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Background 



Feature Overview 
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Text 



Feature Overview 
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Text 



Feature Overview 
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Text 



Feature Overview 
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Text 



Feature Overview 
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Font 



Feature Overview 
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Font 



Feature Overview 
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Font 



Feature Overview 
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List 



Feature Overview 
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List 



Feature Overview 
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Border 



Feature Overview 
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Margin 



Feature Overview 
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Padding 



Layout creation 
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Layout creation 
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Layout creation 
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Layout creation 
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Layout creation 
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Layout creation 
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Layout creation 
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Layout creation 
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